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Mammals in the Military: Navy Dolphins and
Sea Lions
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In the future, will more animals be enlisted in navies around the world? ©Candice Gaukel Andrews
A squad of about eighty bottle-nosed dolphins is presently serving in the U.S. Navy. Some of these
dolphins have been trained to find mines and mark their location by dropping an acoustic transponder.
Human divers are then sent in to destroy the explosives.
Under the U.S. Navy Marine Mammal Program, established more than forty years ago and based in San
Diego, California, dolphins and sea lions are trained to assist in military missions. The only other country
to have had a similar, long-standing project has been Russia, which closed its marine mammal program
in the early 1990s. In March 2000, however, the Russian Navy transferred their military dolphins to Iran,
and the chief trainer has been carrying on his research there.
The U.S. Navy states that it has never trained “its marine mammals to harm or injure humans in any
fashion or to carry weapons to destroy ships.” But with other countries now acquiring and training sea
mammals, could the employment of animals in offensive battle roles be just around the corner?
Enlisting dolphins

Sea lions in the U.S. Navy use their superior underwater vision to detect enemy swimmers. ©Steve
Morello
In 1960, the United States Navy implemented a program using dolphins and sea lions to help with
defense and the design of new submarines and underwater weapons. Because of their highly evolved
biosonar, bottlenose dolphins were enlisted to help find underwater mines, and sea lions were taught to
use their impeccable underwater vision to detect enemy swimmers.
Dolphins were used in the First and Second Gulf Wars as minesweepers. A dolphin not only can
distinguish between a nickel and a dime at a hundred yards — and among brass, aluminum, and
stainless steel, even when the metal is buried under two feet of mud — it can differentiate between
natural and man-made objects.
A dolphin’s biosonar works by the animal’s generation of high-frequency clicking sounds, which pass
through an area in its rounded forehead (known as the melon), a fat-rich organ that serves as an
acoustical lens and focuses the sound like a beam. Sound bouncing off objects travels through the
cavities of a dolphin’s lower jaw to the inner ear, which transmits the information to the brain by way of the
auditory nerve.
The military dolphins’ skills have saved the lives of countless U.S. Navy personnel. In March 2003, nine
dolphins called Special Clearance Team One became the first marine mammals to take part in mineclearing operations in an active combat situation. Together with Navy SEALS, Marine Corps
reconnaissance swimmers, explosive ordnance disposal divers, and unmanned undersea vehicles, they
helped disarm more than one hundred antiship mines and underwater booby traps planted in Umm
Qasr’s port by Saddam Hussein’s forces.
Calling for a code
The navy believes that the risk dolphins take in their military operations is virtually zero because the
animals are trained to stay a safe distance away from any mines they find. And sea mines are designed
to explode only when a large metallic surface, such as the hull of a ship, passes nearby. The navy also

points out that it hasn’t captured wild dolphins since 1999, when it began a captive dolphin-breeding
program.

The U.S. Navy trains its dolphins to stay a safe distance away
from any mines they find. Will other nations do the same?
©Candice Gaukel Andrews
Still, the practice of using dolphins as mine sweepers has its critics. The Connecticut-based Cetacean
Society International condemns the use of marine mammals in a combat zone. It has issued a statement
that it is “evil, unethical, and immoral to use innocents in war because they cannot understand the
purpose or the danger, their resistance is weak, and it is not their conflict.”
While the U.S. says it has not and does not use its marine mammals to carry weapons, will other

Is an
international code of ethics regarding the use of animals in
armed forces in order?

countries establishing military marine mammal programs follow the same rule?

How does the Navy currently use marine mammals?

Dolphin Spies Photo:Beverly & Pack/Flickr
Dolphins have been serving in the U.S. Navy for more than 40 years as part of the Navy’s
Marine Mammal Program, and they were used during the Vietnam War and Operation Iraqi
Freedom. These highly intelligent animals are trained to detect, locate and mark mines — not to
mention suspicious swimmers and divers.
For example, in 2009 a group of bottlenose dolphins began patrolling the area around Naval Base
Kitsap-Bangor in Washington. The marine mammals are on the lookout 24 hours a day, seven
days a week for swimmers or divers in the base’s restricted waters.
What happens if a dolphin finds an intruder? The dolphin touches a sensor on a boat to alert its
handler, and the handler then places a strobe light or noisemaker on the dolphin's nose. The
dolphin is trained to swim to the intruder, bump him or her from behind to knock the device off
its nose and swim away while military personnel take over.
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Leg-cuffing sea lions
Trained sea lions, part of the U.S. Navy’s Marine Mammal Program, locate and tag mines just
like dolphins, but that’s not all these “Navy Seals” do — they also cuff underwater intruders. The
sea lions carry a spring clamp in their mouths that can be attached to a swimmer or diver by
simply pressing it against the person’s leg. In fact, the sea lions are so fast that the clamp is on
before the swimmer is even aware of it. Once a person is clamped, sailors aboard ships can pull
the swimmer out of the water by the rope attached to the clamp.
These specially trained sea lions, part of the Navy’s Shallow Water Intruder Detection System,
patrol Navy bases and were even deployed to protect ships from terrorists in the Persian Gulf.

Read more: http://www.mnn.com/earth-matters/animals/photos/10-ways-animals-have-servedthe-military/leg-cuffing-sea-lions#ixzz3aRfZr0Zh
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Animals in Military Service
From all-creatures.org
Moo-ving people toward compassionate living
From The National Humane Education Society
[Ed. Note: Ask Congress to End the Military's War on Animals, Support H.R.
4269, the BEST Practices Act - Action Alert 10/7/10.]
Animals in Military Service
Animals have been used in military service to their country for centuries. Some have served in
active combat, including elephants, camels, pigeons, and horses. Others, including pigs, oxen,
dogs, mules, horses, and camels, have been used to transport troops and supplies. Not one of
these animals enlisted.
Animals have also been used in military research laboratories to test conventional, biological,
chemical, and nuclear weapons. They have been subjected to injuries and numerous surgeries to
determine the effects of weapon damage on a living body.
War weaponry exists for one reason and one reason only—so that one human can kill another. In
the process of developing these weapons and learning how to treat those who are injured by
them, we have enlisted a wide variety of animals in the deadly pursuit of a better bullet.

Animals as Test Subjects for War Weapons
Millions of taxpayer dollars are used to fund animal experiments aimed at developing the newest
weapons, combating bioterrorism, and studying infectious disease control. Animals of choice are
guinea pigs, rabbits, mice, dogs, rats, sheep, pigs, boars, and monkeys. Pigs are particularly
popular choices, especially for surgical experimentation.
In the United States, there are dozens of Department of Defense (DoD) laboratories and
laboratories contracted by DoD worldwide conducting animal experiments. In DoD facilities
alone, 350,000 primates, birds, ferrets, dogs, pigs, goats, sheep, rabbits, cats, mice, marine
mammals, and other animals are subjected to an array of lethal experiments. The number of
animals subjected to tests in contract facilities is not known.
Animals are use in a wide variety of tests. They are subjected to irradiation, burnings, and
bombings. They are used to test chemicals both internally and on their skin. They are subjected
to a wide variety of blasts, including nuclear blasts, to see what types of injuries occur; are dosed
with irritants and bacterial toxins to see how long it takes them to become ill or die; and are
studied for physiological shock due to a variety of concussive wounds. They are subjected to

various toxic gases, including nerve and riot gas, and to lasers and high power microwaves. They
are used in decompression research. They are strapped into chairs to simulate flight and what
happens to them under certain flight situations. Some of the tests are to determine how much
blood loss can occur before an animal dies.
Thousands of animals are infected with the Ebola, dengue fever, tick-borne encephalitis, and
anthrax, to mention a few. Victims of some of these viruses used in biological warfare
hemorrhage internally, become paralyzed, psychotic, and go into terminal shock. Their organs,
including their eyeballs, bleed; they vomit.
Some of the animals are anesthetized for these tests, and then when conscious are used again.
Many animals are not anesthetized during their experiments. Most are killed either during the
experiment or are euthanized later. The majority of animals used in these laboratories are
purpose-bred for specific types of testing.

Substitutes for Animals in Research
There is much duplication of tests, tests that don’t extrapolate to human beings and are,
therefore, unreliable. For instance, an antidote for a nerve gas might prove effective in rats and
mice yet fail when tested on guinea pigs and monkeys. Therefore, test results using nonhuman
animals are suspect. Tests done on human tissue and organs are far more likely to provide the
results scientists need to protect the human animal from some of these deadly weapons of war.
There are additional nonanimal research and training methods, including the Combat Trauma
Patient Simulation system, TraumaMan system, SimMan, and the “living” cadaver model.
Advances in medical research now show that animal testing in general is unnecessary and has, in
some cases, proved misleading when extrapolating data to human beings. Such advances include,
in addition to human tissue and organ use, computer-based models and human volunteer studies.

Animals in Combat
During World War II, dogs had explosives strapped to their bodies. Pigeons were trained to
guide bombs and carry messages. Dogs were used to attack horses causing rider and horse to fall.
Dogs were also trained to attack elephants who would stampede often killing other elephants and
their riders in the process.
Today, military working dogs serve as sentries, trackers, search and rescue dogs, scouts, and
mascots. Dogs also have been used to sniff out land mines and booby traps. In more recent times,
dogs have been used to intimidate prisoners of war. Today, animal carcasses are used to
camouflage roadside incendiary devices.
Because of their sensory and diving abilities, dolphins and sea lions are used for underwater
sentry and security duty, mine clearance, and object recovery. They are the equivalent of bombsniffing dogs. Sea lions can also detect enemy divers. Dolphins have sophisticated sonar and can
find mines and other debris on the ocean floor. Sea lions have excellent low-light vision and
underwater directional hearing capabilities. They can maneuver in tight spaces and can go on

shore. They both can make repeated deepwater dives without suffering the effects of
decompression sickness commonly called “the bends” as humans do.

Effects of War Weaponry on Sea Mammals
Testing of weapons in the ocean can cause injury and death to dolphins and whales whose
hearing is extremely sensitive. The sounds of underwater blasts can travel for hundreds of miles.
Whales have stranded themselves because of these sonar sounds. In addition, some whales and
dolphins have been found to suffer from decompression sickness—bleeding around the brain,
ears, and other tissues and large bubbles in their organs—possibly from rapidly changing diving
patterns to escape the underwater blasts.

Take Action to Help Animals in War
What can you to do to change what is happening to animals used in war and war research? First,
focus on peaceful living in your own life. If you are at “war” with your boss, family, friends,
neighbors, you will be adding to rather than reducing strife and conflict in your world. Other
humane actions include:





Write your congressional representatives urging them to support
legislation to reduce the number of animals used in government and
government contracted laboratories.
Urge your governmental leaders to wage peace, not war.
Urge the Department of Defense to use nonanimal testing procedures
and to stop replicating tests on animals.

